Motor, cognitive and behavioral differences in MDS PSP phenotypes.
Movement Disorder Society (MDS) new diagnostic criteria for Progressive Supranuclear palsy (PSP) identifying different disease phenotypes were recently released. The aim of the present study is to report on the cognitive and behavioral features of the different phenotypes diagnosed according to the MDS criteria. Forty-nine PSP patients underwent an extensive battery of clinical assessments. Differences between PSP subtypes were computed with χ2 or ANOVA tests. Using the z scores, subjects were classified as having normal cognition, mild cognitive impairment, single or multiple domain, and dementia. A logistic regression model was implemented to investigate the major determinants of PSP non-Richardson's syndrome phenotype. Half of the cohort presented Richardson's syndrome (46.9%), followed by PSP with parkinsonism and corticobasal syndrome (22.4% and 14.2%, respectively). Richardson's syndrome and PSP with corticobasal syndrome presented a similar burden of disease. The only cognitive testing differentiating the phenotypes were semantic fluency and ideomotor apraxia. The majority of our cohort was either affected by dementia or presented normal cognition. Richardson's syndrome presented the highest rate of dementia. The only marker of PSP non-Richardson's syndrome phenotype was better performance in visuo-spatial testing, implying worse visuo-spatial abilities in PSP Richardson's syndrome. Available clinical assessments hardly capture differences between PSP phenotypes. The cognitive testing differentiating the PSP phenotypes were semantic fluency and ideomotor apraxia. In PSP, mild cognitive impairment likely represents an intermediate step from normal cognition to dementia. The only marker of PSP non-Richardson's syndrome phenotype was better performance in visuo-spatial testing.